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 Introduction The third-generation FLOW-3D solver FLOW-3D solves the incompressible Navier-Stokes equations and the
momentum equations with variable density. The incompressible Navier-Stokes (INV) equations are used to model fluid motion,

while the momentum equations provide the basis for a balance between mass and momentum. The density in the momentum
equations is given by a so-called "source function", and FLOW-3D models this in a very intuitive and flexible manner.

FLOW-3D solves the incompressible Navier-Stokes (INV) equations and the momentum equations with variable density. The
incompressible Navier-Stokes (INV) equations are used to model fluid motion, while the momentum equations provide the basis
for a balance between mass and momentum. The density in the momentum equations is given by a so-called "source function",
and FLOW-3D models this in a very intuitive and flexible manner. FLOW-3D solves the equations on Cartesian meshes and is

based on a finite volume method. FLOW-3D is a drop-in replacement for the legacy FLOW solvers (FLOW-1.0 and
FLOW-2.0). It uses a configuration file for all aspects of the software, from the solver settings to the licensing system.

FLOW-3D does not use any of the legacy FLOW model files. FLOW-3D allows the user to configure the software in a very
intuitive manner to fit their particular needs and applications. It also includes the option to run the model on a single computer
with automatic runtime and flow visualization (using VisIt). FLOW-3D includes all functionality of the legacy FLOW solvers,
except for the model file format and the legacy FLOW environment, which are no longer supported by the FLOW community.
The FLOW-3D license system offers a single subscription that allows FLOW-3D users to run the code on an unlimited number

of computers simultaneously. It is licensed per user, per year and includes unlimited runtime. If FLOW-3D is run on a single
computer, the runtime is only limited by the user's computer speed and memory. The FLOW-3D license system is both

convenient and cost-effective for large engineering applications. The FLOW-3D setup procedure offers the user an easy and
self-explanatory way to install 82157476af
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